Shock initiated chemical reaction experiments have been performed on a 1:l atomic ratio mixture of 20-to 45,um nickel and -325 mesh crystalline silicon powders. It has been observed that no detectable or only minor surface reactions occur between the constituents until a thermal energy threshold is reached, above which the reaction goes to completion. The experiments show the energy difference between virtually no and full reaction is on the order of 5 percent. Differential scanning calorimetery (DSC) of statically pressed powders shows an exothermic reaction beginning at a temperature which decreases with decreasing porosity. Powder, shock compressed to just below the threshold energy, starts to react in the DSC at 621 "C while powder statically pressed to 23% porosity starts to react at about 30 "C higher. Tap density powder starts to react at 891 "C. The DSC reaction initiation temperature of the shock compressed but unreacted powder corresponds to a thermal energy in the powder of 382 J/g which agrees well with the thermal energy produced by a shock wave with the threshold energy (between 384 and 396 J/g). (Thermal energies referenced to 20 "C.) A sharp energy threshold and a direct correlation with DSC results indicates that the mean thermal energy determines whether or not the reaction will propagate in the elemental Ni + Si powder mixture rather than local, particle level conditions. From this it may be concluded that the reaction occurs on a time scale greater than the time constant for thermal diffusion into the particle interiors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Shock initiated chemical reactions are currently of considerable interest.ld With the high pressure and temperature associated with shock wave processing, it may be possible to concurrently synthesize and form near net shape parts of intermetallic compounds and other materials. Shock processing is also a viable technology for producing composite materials where it is necessary to control chemical reactions between the matrix and reinforcing particle since such reactions often have deleterious effects on the mechanical properties of the composite.
The chemistry and kinetics of intermetallic reactions have been explored by observing the behavior of multilayer thin films upon heating. It has been shown that in many multilayer composite structures, self-sustaining chemical reactions can be initiated upon heating.7-" Bordeaux, Yavari, and Desre' place two basic criteria on whether or not such reactions are possible. Briefly, the first is that the heat of the reaction must be in excess of that required to melt the mixture, and the second is that the rate of heat generation due to the reaction must be greater than the rate of heat dissipation to the environment. Thermally initiated reactions which are not self-sustaining have been observed in Ni/Si multilayers as well as in a number of other metallic multilayers. The temperature at the onset of the reaction is observed to increase somewhat with the heating rate.i ' Ma et aLI2 observed an "explosive" reaction propagating at about 4 m/s in thin multilayers of Ni/Al and observed a layer thickness effect. Reactions did not propagate when the layer thickness exceeded a critical value, and they suggested that the critical layer thickness is proportional to the ratio of the heat released by the reaction to the heat dissipated to the environment, which increases with ambient temperature.
Olowolafe et aLi observed the growth of nickel silicide layers upon heating Ni films vacuum deposited on a single crystal, polycrystalline, and amorphous Si (a-Si) annealed from 200 to 325 "C!. Only Ni2Si formed on ( 111) and (100) Si and on polycrystalline Si while Ni$i and Nisi formed in two distinct sublayers on a-Si. Ma et all4 observed solid state interdiffusion reactions in Ni film and a-Si bilayers, and observed only crystalline Ni,Si formation with high purity a-Si. For the case where the a-Si contained about 5% carbon an amorphous Ni2Si layer was also observed. Clevenger and Thompson," using isothermal and constant heating rate differential scanning calorimetery (DSC) of evaporated multilayer films of Ni and a-Si (2 Ni to 1 Si), found distinct exothermic peaks associated with the formation of amorphous nickel silicide and crystalline Ni$i.
Combustion synthesis (CS or SHS, self-propagating high temperature synthesis) of intermetallic and other systems employs a thermally initiated self-sustaining chemical reaction. In CS, the reaction is externally initiated in one section of a usually porous sample, with a specific contact area between particles much less than in multilayer films. The sample may be in either a vacuum or at atmospheric pressure. The reaction then propagates through the sample at a rate lower than that observed in the explosive reaction of multilayers, driven by the heat of reaction conducting and radiating into the unreacted material.i6
The initiation of reactions by shock waves in chemically active powder mixtures is similar to thermal initiation in that the shock wave deposits a significant amount of thermal energy in the sample. The thermal energy is deposited through the plastic deformation associated with void collapse and relative interparticle motion, however the shock wave also produces conditions which have no counterpart in thermally initiated reactions. From a macroscopic point of view, the shock process is different in that the material in the shock front is very rapidly heated (with heating rates in excess of 10" K/s) and raised to a pressure of typically several GPa for a duration on the order of microseconds, and the material behind the shock attains second. SHS reactions typically propagate at velocities of less than 1 m/s. A shock wave which triggers a reaction typically travels at a velocity on the order of 1 km/s. catastrophic shock concept views the interaction of shock Therefore substantial reaction may not occur in the shock waves with chemically reactive media through the formafront unless the powder particles are of submicron size, but tion of activated complexes, nondiffusive transport of matthe reaction will be initiated throughout the powder on a ter described as relative mass motion and fluidlike flow, time scale much shorter than in the usual SHS reaction. and the critical involvement of crystal defects in chemical
On the particle level, the shock process is also quite different from thermally initiated reaction. As a shock wave passes through a porous media, energy is deposited preferentially near the particle exteriors. l7 In ductile powders the particle exteriors are deformed significantly more than the interiors in the closing of voids. The preferential deposition of shock energy results in a positive temperature gradient from interior to exterior of the particle. The time required for temperature equilibration is dependent upon the thermal properties of the materials, particle size, and melt pool size (when the shock energy is sufficient to cause melt to form). The homogeneous shock temperature is defined as the temperature of the shocked compact after local particle thermal equilibrium has been achieved, and before the compact conducts significant heat to the surrounding ambient. Assuming spherical particles, spherically homogeneous energy deposition and no melt pools, Schwarz et aZ.'* gave the time constant for temperature equilibration to be r '/16D, where r is the particle radius, and D is the thermal diffisivity of the powder. Temperature measurements in shocked powders of Cu and constantan confirmed this relationship and excellent agreement between the measured homogeneous temperature and the homogeneous temperature calculated from the shock energy was demonstrated." reactions.
We have recently reported the results of a series of shock initiated reaction experiments on two similar mixtures of 1:l atomic ratio elemental nickel and silicon powders.24 These experiments were conducted using a propellant gun and target design which results in highly onedimensional shock conditions, and therefore, in uniform shock conditions over the majority of the sample. It was found that there exists a thermal energy threshold below which only minor surface reactions occur and above which the reaction goes to completion as evidenced by spherical voids in the recovered compacts indicative of bulk melting. These experiments show the threshold is crossed with an energy increase on the order of 5 percent. It was argued that the narrowness of the threshold indicates that the homogeneous temperature rather than the pressure effects and local inhomogeneities determine the initiation of the reaction forming Nisi. The current work provides further evidence that the thermal energy (or homogeneous temperature) is the critical parameter determining whether or not bulk reactions occur and that phenomena described as "catastrophic shock" must be of secondary importance in this chemical system.
II. EXPERIMENT
Graham et a1.,20 Thadhani et a1.,21 Batsanov et al., " The mixture of 1: 1 atomic ratio elemental Ni and Si and others have reported studies on shock initiated chem-(67.6 wt % Ni) consisted of 20+m45+m nickel (Aesar ical reactions in a number of systems. They have put forth Stock # 1058 1) and -325 mesh crystalline silicon (Cerac several qualitative reasons for why the shock initiated Stock #S-1052). The powders were mechanically mixed in chemical reaction process might be very different from the petroleum ether to avoid particle agglomeration and then other synthesis processes described above. These reasons dried. No special care was taken to remove or prevent the are summarized in what Graham has coined "catastrophic formation of oxides on the particle surfaces. A backscatshock" as opposed to "benign shock." Benign shock, as tered scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrograph of discussed by Horie et al., a is a description of the shock the starting mixture is shown in Fig. 1 . process from the traditional viewpoint of the macroscopic conservation equations, with void collapse and the resulting inhomogeneous energy deposition and the normal processes of thermal equilibration and atomic diffusion. The
The shock facility used is the Keck Dynamic Compactor which employs a 35-mm smooth bore launch tube. In our target, the flyer plate, carried by a nylon sabot, strikes the sample directly and does not strike the sample contain- ment fixture, a schematic of which is shown in Fig. 2 . There exists strong evidence that the target assembly and impact conditions result in highly one-dimensional, and therefore well-defined, shock conditions as discussed below. Figure 3 shows metallic glass ( Ni76.4Cr19.,B2.3Co.os, Allied MBF 50) which has been shock consolidated with a 5 mm thick 304 stainless steel flyer at a velocity of 1 km/s.25 The sample has been cut with a low speed diamond saw, polished and etched with Marbles reagent. The shock propagated from left to right in (a) and (b) of the figure. A macrophotograph of the recovered compact is shown in Fig. 3 (a) , and an optical micrograph of the region of changing contrast is shown in Fig. 3(b) . X-ray diffraction has confirmed that the darkened region crystallized while the light region remained amorphous. Although the properties of this metallic glass are not well characterized, t.he transition region occurs at a distance from the flyer/sample FIG. 3 . A macrophotograph of the sectioned compact, (a) and an optical micrograph of the consolidated metallic glass powder, (b). The shock wave propagated from left to right, and the region on the left of the compact is crystalline. Note the planar shape of the transition region between the crystalline phase (darker phase) and the glass phase (nonetching) which is located at the position where the release wave from the back of the flyer caught the shock wave. interface at which a release wave from the rear of the flyer is expected to overtake the initial shock. Figure 4 shows the results of a one-dimensional plane wave time-displacement calculation for this consolidation experiment. The release wave catches the shock wave at about 3 mm into the consolidated powder, beyond this point the powder is effectively consolidated by the nylon sabot at considerably lower pressure as indicated in the figure. These observations strongly imply that the shock energy heated the compact to a temperature in excess of the crystallization temperature (the entire sample remained amorphous at lower shock energies). This sample's salient feature is the highly planar interface between the crystalline and glass regions indicating nearly one-dimensional shock conditions. Although a numerical simulation has not been conducted for our target fixture, a recently presented simulation of a similar target indicates that the target assembly and impact conditions used should result in highly onedimensional shock conditions.26 For the simulation, a thick cover plate was assumed, and to achieve one-dimensional conditions, it was determined that the ratio of the flyer to sample diameters should be slightly greater than one. With our target and impact conditions, no cover plate is used and the flyer to sample diameter ratio is equal to one. Although the precise effect of these differences has not been investigated, the similarity in the two target designs indicates that deviations from one-dimensional shock conditions should be small.
Finally, a simple argument shows that shock parameters calculated assuming one-dimensional conditions give the maximum pressure and shock energy in the sample, given that the release wave from the rear of the flyer overtakes the initial shock within the powder sample (the thickness of the powder sample was adjusted to assure this in the present investigation). Since the sample containment fixture is not impacted, the pressure at the sample edges releases radially in the target and containment fixture, and there is no increase of pressure or shock energy due to the "wrap-around" waves which occur when the sample as well as the target fixture is impacted by the flyer.27-29 In all the experiments, a 5-mm-thick 303 stainless-steel plate was used as the flyer. Flyer velocities were measured by timing the interruption of two light beams just prior to impact. The distance between the light beams is 40 mm, and a counter records the number of oscillations of a loMHz crystal during the time interval between the interruption of the light beams. A dogpler radar system was used to verify that the flyer achieves a nearly constant terminal velocity before it reaches the light beams. Flyer velocities were measured to within 1% by this system. As discussed above, the geometry of the target assembly limits the maximum shock duration in the powder by the reflection from the back of the flyer plate, and therefore the maximum shock duration is governed by the material and thickness of the flyer and the shock wave velocity in the powder. The effects of shock duration were not explored in this investigation. The launch tube and target were evacuated to about 0.1 Torr prior to impact.
Preliminary shock experiments were conducted using porous bronze inserts, with four separate powder cavities, pressed into a target fixture (Fig. 5) .30 These experiments have the advantage of identical impact conditions for each of four samples per shot. A disadvantage is some impedance mismatch between the insert and samples due to a difference in porous and solid density and wave speed between the samples and porous bronze. This impedance mismatch will give rise to some two-dimensional effects. To check that the two-dimensional effects were not governing the reaction initiation in the four cavity experiments, critical experiments were repeated using targets !illed with only the powder mixture. The results of full and four cavity experiments presented below were in good agreement.
The differential thermal analysis experiments were performed on a DSC 2000 manufactured by Setaram Corporation, France. DSC samples were pressed in a simple cylinder and die assembly made of C350 maraging steel to allow static pressures as high as approximately 1.5 GPa.
III. RESULTS
The shock conditions were determined using an averaging method which assumes the shock pressure and particle velocity of the two constituents are equal; the mixture's bulk modulus is linear with pressure, and the [; 0'9 The subscript AB refers to the mixture. The subscript i refers to the individual components. The subscript 0 refers to standard conditions, and V, y, fios, P& are the specific volume, Griineisen parameter, isentropic bulk modulus, and the pressure derivative of the @entropic bulk modulus at constaIft entropy, respectively. Table I lists the thermodynamic parameters used in the calculations. Thermal energies of powder mixtures heated in the differential thermal analysis experiments presented below were calculated using the mixture's heat capacity of the form C = a + lo-3bT + 105c/T2, where C is the heat capacity and T is temperature.33 The impact conditions and calculated shock parameters of the experiments bounding the energy threshold discussed below are listed in Table II. A four cavity shock experiment was then performed where the initial porosity of the samples and flyer velocity (Table II) were chosen to give shock energies either just below or just above the reaction onset energy found in preliminary experiments. It should be noted that with a given flyer velocity, the shock energy increases with powder porosity while the shock pressure and the shock and particle velocities decrease with porosity. The two lower energy compacts recovered showed no evidence of chemical reactions with either optical or x-ray diffraction analy-TABLE II. The shock conditions of the Ni + Si shock initiated reaction experiments. Shock energies are calculated without chemical reaction energy or volume change, presuming chemical reaction proceeds slowly compared to shock front passage. The column headings correspond to the mixture porosity, flyer velocity, pressure, total energy, thermal energy, and whether or not the reaction occurred, respectively. An asterisk indicates a four cavity experiment. The enthalpy of formation of NiSi at 298 K is -43.1 kJ/mol or -593 J/g from Oelsen and von Samson-Himmelstjema, Mitt. K.-W.-I. Eidenforsch., Dusseldorf 18, 131 (1936) . The ratio of energy input from the shock plus the energy generated by the reaction to the energy needed to heat and melt NiSi is 1.23 for the lowest shock energy which triggered the reaction.
Porosity
Velocity sis, and the compacts were poorly bonded. In the two higher energy samples, the reaction apparently went to completion as evidenced by large spherical voids throughout the compact, indicative of bulk melting. The threshold was found to lie between thermal energies of 384 and 396 J/g, corresponding to homogeneous temperatures of 631 and 648 "C, or a total energy difference of less than 3 percent. Full cavity experiments confirmed the energy threshold to be at the same level and that the separation in total energy between no and full reaction was less than 10 percent. No attempt was made using full cavities to further narrow the threshold width. X-ray diffractions scans of the Ni/Si powder mixture shocked to just below-and just above the energy threshold were made. Only Ni and Si diffraction peaks were observed in the samples shocked to just below the threshold, and optical as well as SEM examination of polished sections revealed no porosity. All diffraction peaks observed in the sample shocked to just above the threshold were indexed as orthorhombic Nisi indicating that the reaction goes to completion once the energy threshold is crossed. It is important to note that in these experiments no compacts were recovered in an intermediate condition between no and full reaction.
DSC experiments were performed on statically pressed powders. It was found that the onset temperature of the first significant exothermic reaction was dependent upon the porosity of the DSC samples. Four DSC scans on statically pressed powder are shown in Fig. 6 corresponding to 50% porosity (tap density), a porosity of 32%, a porosity of 27%, and a porosity of 23%. As can be seen, the onset temperature increases with increasing porosity. The magnetic transformation at 360 "C is seen on all of the scans.
A DSC run of the mixture shocked to an energy just below the threshold where the reaction occurs is also plotted in Fig. 6 . It can be seen that the onset of the reaction occurs at a temperature 30 "C! below that found in powder statically compressed to 23% porosity. Apparently, the unreacted powders were not significantly modified by the shock process except that the porosity was reduced. Table   60 III lists the reaction initiation temperatures and calculated reaction initiation energies for the five DSC scans shown in Fig. 6 .
Scanning electron microscopy of a full cavity compact shocked to just below the reaction threshold revealed that isolated mixing had occurred which was not detected optically or with x-ray diffraction. The mixing occurred in regions which appear to have been shock-induced melt pools. As can be seen in the backscattered electron image shown in Fig. 7 , the extent of the mixing was very limited. A higher magnification backscattered electron image of a mixed region is shown in Fig.. 8 , which was found to be 21% Ni and 79% Si by dispersive x-ray analysis.
IV. DISCUSSION
Clemens et al.34 observed an energy threshold for the formation of an amorphous alloy from layered nickel-zirconium films which were heated by microsecond current pulses. The sudden onset of reaction at the threshold energy was attributed to chemical energy of the reaction, and the change in diffusion kinetics as the sample temperature TABLE III. Quasistatic reaction initiation conditions for statically and dynamically compressed Ni + Si mixtures. All but the 0% porous sample were statically compressed. Reaction initiation temperatures were determined from DSC data presented in Fig. 6 . Energy required to heat the mixtures from room temperature to reaction initiation temperatures was calculated using thermodynamic data in Table I ; the DSC runs are not as accurate for integrated energy calculations. The phase transition enthalpy for Ni cz to Ni p, 6.56 J/g (Ref. 33) , was included in the energy calculation.
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temperature ( exceeded the glass transition temperature of the amorphous alloy. We postulate that in the shocked Ni-Si powder the shock energy and the released chemical energy cause the sample temperature to exceed the Nisi melting temperature when the threshold shock energy is exceeded. Bordeaux et al* observed a small increase in reaction temperature with an increase in DSC heating rate in Pd-Sn and Zr-Al reactions triggered by melting of one component of the mixture. The small increase in reaction temperature with heating rate observed for Ni-Si mixtures (going from 621 "C at 10 "C/min for shock compacted but unreacted powder to between 631 and 648 "C at about 10" "C/s for shock reacted powder) is comparable to that observed by Bordeaux et al8 in Pd-Sn and Zr-Al for only a 60-fold rate increase.
The rapid temperature rise in the shock prevents buildup of diffusion barriers by solid-state reactions which can occur at typical DSC scan rates. The mixing reaction time is thereby decreased without significantly changing the time for dissipation of the heat of reaction to the environment. This leads to -a self-sustaining reaction in the shocked mixture when the heat of mixing is sufficiently large as Bordeaux et al. ' have postulated. Static pressing brings more particle surface area into contact and also FIG. 8 . SEhl backscattered image of the Nisi powder mixture shocked in a full cavity experiment to an energy just below where bulk reaction occurs. At this magnification, some small interfacial mixed regions are observed as well as isolated pools of a mixture of Ni and Si. The more typical interfaces show no mixing. tends to break up oxide layers which leads to lowered onset temperatures for the reaction.
From the existence of a sharp shock energy threshold and its correlation with the thermal energy threshold level at the onset temperature of the reaction in the DSC (for zero porosity powder), it can be reasoned that the shock parameter governing whether or not bulk reactions occur in a 1:l mixture of the Ni + Si powder is the thermal energy of the mixture. The experiments rule out the possibility that the threshold is a pressure or elastic energy effect since the more porous compacts react but are shocked to a lower pressure and elastic energy.
One may argue that local particle level conditions change significantly across the threshold, however any such explanation is suspect since it must exclude the possibility that the same local conditions exist anywhere at lower shock energies. For example, the occurrence of shock initiated chemical reactions has been explained by local mass mixing due to local differences in the particle velocities of the constituents." However, as can be seen in Figs. 7 and 8, there is no evidence of mass mixing outside of melt pools and thin isolated surface layers, and it is unlikely that increasing the energy by as little as 3 percent will greatly enhance mass mixing, especially combined with a lower shock pressure and particle velocity, as one would expect less constituent mixing as these shock parameters decrease.
Another local condition which may arguably change as the threshold is crossed is that a critical melt pool size is attained, however this is also not likely. Since the energy difference between practically no and full reaction is small, there is a high probability that there exists some local preshock particle configuration in the less porous green which will result in a "critical)' melt pool size upon compaction. Another argument may be that a critical density of melt pools is attained above the threshold, however this cannot be true since, in the time it takes to "communicate" between melt pools through heat conduction, the melt pools no longer exist. It is possible to argue other particle level explanations, but a necessary feature of such an approach would be that the same local conditions cannot exist in samples shocked to slightly lower energy.
The experimental findings and the above arguments are fully consistent with recent work on self-sustained reactions in metal-metal multilayer composites by Bordeaux, Yavari, and Desre,' and their description of these reactions is analogous to what we believe is occurring in the Ni/Si mixtures used here.
We therefore conclude that the homogeneous temperature determines whether or not reactions occur in 1: 1 atomic ratio Ni/Si mixtures of the particular morphologies used here. Since the thermal energy and corresponding homogeneous temperature determines whether or not bulk reactions occur, one can also conclude that the reaction kinetics are slower than kinetics of temperature equilibration in the particles. Therefore, the reaction proceeds on a time scale greater than several microseconds when the particle size exceeds about 10 pm.
V. CONCLUSION
Experiments on shock compacted mixtures of 1: 1 atomic ratio Ni and Si powders reveal the existence of a sharp energy threshold below which no significant reactions occur and above which the reaction goes to completion as evidenced by SEM and x-ray diffraction results and voids indicative of bulk melting. The level of the thermal energy threshold corresponds to the thermal energy at the onset temperature of the reaction in zero porosity but unreacted powder in a DSC scan. From the existence of a sharp energy threshold and the correlation with DSC results, it can be reasoned that the homogeneous shock temperature determines whether or not the bulk reaction occurs rather than particle level conditions. These results are consistent with experiments in multilayer metal-metal composites, and we believe the phenomenological criteria put forth by Bordeaux et aL8 for these reactions adequately explains the basic nature of the shock reaction process in the Ni/Si mixtures and morphologies used here. One can also conclude that the reaction occurs on a time scale greater than several microseconds.
